Dir: Oliver Parker, 2016

It is 1944 and World War II is reaching its climax. The Allies
are poised to invade France and finally defeat the German
army. But in Walmington-on-Sea morale amongst the
Home Guard is low. Their new mission then - to patrol the
Dover army base - is a great chance to revive spirits and
reputation, that is until glamorous journalist Rose Winters
arrives, setting the pulses racing and putting the local
women on red alert. 1h 40min, Stars: Mark Tandy, Russell Balogh,
Extraordinary new animated feature from Charlie Kaufman,
deals with loneliness, longing and despair in a profound,
subtle way that few live-action dramas can match. The film
follows a lonely customer service expert (voiced by David
Thewlis) who perceives everyone (Tom Noonan) as identical
until he meets a unique woman (Jennifer Jason Leigh) in a
Cincinnati hotel. 1h 30 min, Stars: David Thewlis, Jennifer Jason Leigh,

Dir: Duke Johnson, Charlie
Kaufman, 2015

Tom Noonan

In this searing drama, Son of Saul begins with something
other movies would hardly dare approach even at the very
end – the gas chamber itself. A concentration camp inmate
tasked with burning the dead discovers the body of his
young son, and must choose between participating in the
clandestine uprising being planned among the prisoners, or
securing a proper Jewish burial for his child. 1 hr 47 mins. Stars:
Dir: László Nemes, 2015 Subtitles.

Dir: Todd Haynes , 2016

Géza Röhrig, Levente Molnár, Urs Rechn

In this adaptation of the novel "The Price of Salt" by Patricia
Highsmith, Therese, a young department-store clerk in
1950s Manhattan, meets Carol, a beautiful older woman
stuck in a depressing marriage of convenience. As their
bond deepens and they become romantically involved,
Carol finds the strength to leave her husband. Her spouse
starts to raise questions about her fitness as a mother when
he realizes that Carol's relationships with her best friend
Abby and Therese are more than just friendships. 1hr 58 mins.
Stars: Cate Blanchett, Rooney Mara, Sarah Paulson

Dir: Jacques Audiard, 2015
Subtitles.

On the losing side of a civil war in Sri Lanka, a Tamil soldier
poses as the husband and father of two other refugees in
order to escape their ravaged homeland. Arriving in France,
the makeshift “family” sets about establishing a new lifeonly to find themselves once again embroiled in violence on
the mean streets of Paris. A heartrending saga of three
strangers united by circumstance and struggle, Dheepan is
both a tour-de-force thriller. 1hr 55 mins. Stars: Jesuthasan
Antonythasan, Kalieaswari Srinivasan, Claudine Vinasithamby
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Dir: Ramin Bahrani, 2015

Set amidst the backdrop of the 2008 housing market
catastrophe, Dennis Nash, a hard-working and honest
man, can’t save his family home despite his best efforts.
Thrown to the streets with alarming precision by real
estate shark Mike Carver, Dennis, out of work and luck, is
given a unique opportunity – to join Carver’s crew and
put others through the harrowing ordeal done to him in
order to earn back what’s his. 1hr 52min, Stars: Andrew
Garfield, Michael Shannon, Laura Dernl

God exists, and He's a jerk. He lives in a high-rise
apartment in Brussels and never gets out of His pyjamas.
He takes sadistic delight in dreaming up new "laws" to
torment humanity and He's a petty tyrant to His wife and
ten-year-old daughter, Ea. Ea, after escaping and with
her Father in pursuit, gathers apostles and writes her own
New Testament to try to fix the mess her Father has
made of humanity. 1h 54 min, Stars: Pili Groyne, Benoît
Dir: Jaco Van Dormael, 2015,
Subtitles

Poelvoorde, Catherine Deneuve

After leaving the club in the wee hours of the morning to
work at a local cafe, Victoria runs into a pack of young
men, who seem intent on wooing her. The best-looking
of the group, Sonne (Frederick Lau), succeeds, and
Victoria to drop her prior plans to drink with them on a
nearby rooftop. Shot over two hours in a single, dazzling
take, Victoria is one of the year’s most impressive
technical achievements. 2 hr 18 mins. Stars: Laia Costa, Frederick
Dir: Sebastian Schipper,
2015
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Dir: Deniz Gamze Ergüven,
2015 Subtitles

Lau, Franz Rogowski

Early summer in a village in Northern Turkey, five freespirited teenaged sisters splash about on the beach with
their male classmates. Though their games are merely
innocent fun, a neighbour passes by and reports what she
considers to be illicit behavior to the girls' family. The
family overreacts, removing all "instruments of
corruption," such as cell phones and computers, and
essentially imprisoning the girls, subjecting them to
endless lessons in housework in preparation for them to
become brides. 1hr 37 mins. Stars: Günes Sensoy, Doga Zeynep
Doguslu, Tugba Sunguroglu
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